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Services (Primary)

CMS SBIR IDIQ: 47QFLA21D0020
• DevSecOps Support
• Platform-as-a-service (PaaS)
• Provide a cloud infrastructure for developing an    
   deploying a DevSecOps pipeline
• Obtain a continuous ATO (cATO) via direct or reciprocity  
   efforts for the pipeline and apps being used.

• Information Technology Services

8(a) STARS III GWAC (under Glocomm, LLC):
47QTCB22D0387

LevelUP BPA Contract: FA830721G0022

GSA IT Schedule 70 Contract: GS35F312DA
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• DevSecOps Enterprise Services Support

DOD SBIR IDIQ: 47QFLA20D0010
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Task Order 1: Created the Continuous Authorization Verification Engine (aka batCAVE), a secure Platform as a Service (PaaS) supporting application 
deployment to CMS cloud that comes with an arsenal of reinforcements utilizing DevSecOps and Human Centered Design principles while reducing costs and 
accelerating the time to receive an Authority to Operate (ATO).

batCAVE increases the efficiency of building and deploying applications by automating and managing the often complex and time-consuming backend tasks. batCAVE increases the efficiency of building and deploying applications by automating and managing the often complex and time-consuming backend tasks. 
Considering the ATO process and security control compliance is the most burdensome aspect of getting a CMS system to production, batCAVE drives down 
the control compliance burden through continuous authorization and lets the ADO focus on their application's business objectives.

The batCAVE’s pipeline will provide a continuous development path for ADOs to release software within the requirements of CMS’s security and compliance. 

By providing enhanced testing, vulnerability scanning, and hardening, the pipeline will greatly minimize security risks by identifying them earlier in the system By providing enhanced testing, vulnerability scanning, and hardening, the pipeline will greatly minimize security risks by identifying them earlier in the system 
development lifecycle also known as ‘shifting security left.

The goal of batCAVE is to:
 • Achieving ATO in months, not years
 • Continuous authorization
 • Built-in, repeatable, extensible infrastructure

 • DevSecOps and human-centered design
 • Dedicated, 1:1 technical advisory support

Task Order 2: Built a Security Scheduling Services application (SIGNAL) that leveraged the RESTful API architecture and microservices deployed on batCAVE 
The application was built with consideration of CMS's needs, using an Agile approach, and designed to integrate with existing CMS services. In addition to 
building the Security Scheduling Application, RVCM provided Purple Teaming cyber penetration services to ensure that batCAVE met CMS's security 
standards as a platform.

What is SIGNAL? Who uses SIGNAL?
SIGNAL stands for Scheduling Interface for Government Navigation Alleviation built to simplify scheduling ISPG’s services, as a part of its broader security, SIGNAL stands for Scheduling Interface for Government Navigation Alleviation built to simplify scheduling ISPG’s services, as a part of its broader security, 
compliance, and privacy portfolio. In its current state, scheduling is done through email and tracked on a spreadsheet, resulting in an inability to track historical 
data for future assessments. SIGNAL will consolidate ISPG scheduling activities on a user-friendly interface for a more streamlined scheduling experience.

Task Order 3: Task Order 3 marks continued work by RVCM for CMS on the Continuous Authorization and Verification Engine (batCAVE) Enterprise Platform. 
The task order is both derived from and an extension of the work performed during the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Phase I contract and SBIR 
Phase II contract held by RVCM. Specifically, Task Order 3 aims to provide the following:

• Assemble and manage product delivery teams that provide enterprise services around efforts like Enterprise API, Security 
Datalake, Zero Trust, and the deployment of a new GRC.
• Provide product management and human centered design support to support key cybersecurity leadership
• Intersect with and support the batCAVE platform-as-a-service (PaaS) and cloud program
• Modernize Identity and Access Management (IAM)
• Provides PaaS/batCAVE support for Open Enrollment

SBIR IDIQ: CMS DEVSECOPS SUPPORT      [PRIME CONTRACTOR]

Customer Name: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
Contract Number: 47QFLA21D0020
Period of Performance: 30-Sep-2021 to 29-Sep-2026
Total Contract Value: $369,400,000

Order Number(s):
Task Order 1 - 47QFLA21F0284
Task Order 2 - 47QFLA21F0285
Task Order 3 - 47QFLA22F0251
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Task Order 3: Continued the onboarding efforts started in Phase I. They developed a virtual capability for identifying, creating, and developing features 
requested by Platform One to supplement training and remotely move applications into the Platform One environment. Also provided the full array of 
DevSecOps services, including any services developed under previous Task Orders, to support the product development, cybersecurity, IT support/operations 
teams. Provided support for the Platform One Big Bang operational environment, aided in the construction of software automation platforms, and provided 
enablement and mentorship support to aid the government in maintaining and upgrading their knowledge base. Also developed an educational training 
system with APIs and a credentialing mechanism.
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Learning Management 
and Upskilling
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Additionally, we provide a modified training and technology system as a scalable learning 
solution to manage and track synchronous and asynchronous learning that enables high-impact 
talent acquisition in commercial and former DoD segments.
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TALENT ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT


